Baarah Island - Excursion

Utheemu Island - Excursion

The island has a very exotic lake all through the island.
It is not a deep lake, the water level in high tide rises up
to knee level. For Nature lovers this is an ideal place to
take some pictures & admire the view with a local lunch
at the island.
Distance: 8.3 km
Time: 30 mins by Dhoni
Duration: Half Day

The island is the original Birth place to our nation's Hero
Later known as Sultan Ghazi Mohamed Thakurufaan.
He freed Maldives from the Portuguese at the year
1573. His home/ palace is open for sightseeing. Female
guests must take a scarf to cover their heads in order to
enter the palace as a regulation.
Distance: 11.9 km
Time: 43 mins by Dhoni

Sand Bank - Excursion

Desert Island - Excursion

The sandbank is pretty famous for picnic's. The bank is
ideal for kids and holds a beautiful reef surrounding the
bank. Here you may enjoy with your bikini or similar
wear on the beach or water.Its a very suitable area for
kite surfing & Kite surf learners.
Distance: 14.8 km
Time: 50 mins by Dhoni
Duration: Half Day

Faridhoo is an island where people lived before & was
moved to another island for the peoples benefit & now
the island only holds the ruins. This island has a
beautiful house reef where you can snorkel. We host a
full day picnic at this island where you get to enjoy the
whole day to its fullest
Distance: 13.3km
Time: 48 mins by Dhoni
Duration: Full Day

Big Game Fishing
Big Game Fishing – is offshore sport fishing targeting
the bigger fish known for their sporting qualities like
Marlin or Tuna and sometimes Barracudas.
The boat cruises at high fishing efficiency points.
Minimum Persons: 4 person
Duration: Half Day

Sunset Fishing
We take off on boat to a very high fishing spot and
anchor there. Even beginner's can try their luck at
fishing with our expert staff by your side. This type of
fishing is done by a line and hook with some weight
attached to the line. We use small fish as bait. With the
catch of the day we return to have a well prepared BBQ.
Minimum Person: 4 person
Duration: 3 Hours

Dolphin Sightseeing

House Reef Snorkeling

Kite Surfing or Boarding

There are couple great spots for dolphin sightseeing
near Hanimaadhoo. We usually take a boat to these
spots and you will be amazed at the number of dolphins
you get to see. Don't forget your cameras since you will
get to see not only dolphins but a spectacular sunset
too.
Minimum persons: 4 person
Duration: 2 Hours

We have a very beautiful House Reef in Hanimaadhoo
as well as other great spots for snorkeling. We will take
a boat to these spots and with a highly professional
Guide you will be given a great tour of the reef. A time in
your stay you will be wowed. We provide private guided
tours as well.

Kite Surfing /Kite boarding - is an adventure surface
water sport that has a combination of wakeboarding,
windsurfing, surfing, paragliding and gymnastics into an
extreme sport. Kitesurfing harnesses the power of wind
to propel across the water on a small surfboard/kite
board.
Maximum per Surf: 1 person
Duration: 1 hour

Canoeing

Catamaran Sailing

Canoeing with your partner in the crystal clear water at
the Sandbank, Hanimaadhoo Reef or at our Eco-village
gives both an exercise and entertainment.
Maximum person per ride: 2 person
Duration: 1 hour

Duration: Half Day

Topcat sailing is a fun sport for people who love to sail.
Catamaran is a multi hulled boat used for sailing. For all
passengers life vests will be provided and will be
operated within the house reef of Hanimaadhoo and/or
our Eco-village.
Minimum persons: 2 person
Duration: 3 hours

Banana Boat Rides
Banana boat also known as water sled is an inflatable
recreational boat meant for towing. During the ride the
driver of the powered boat attempts to flip the banana
upside down by doing sharp turns.
Minimum Person: 4 person
Duration: 1 Hours

